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Lisbon, March 21st, 2019

JOINT PRESS RELEASE

Mozambique:  Caixa  Geral  de  Depósitos,
Fidelidade and
Millennium bcp join the Portuguese Red Cross
and 
UNICEF  Portugal  in  the  support  of  Cyclone
Idai’s victims

The  natural  disaster  caused  by  the  passage  of  Cyclone  Idai  in
Mozambique has caused a devastation of great magnitude, with a high
number of victims, resulting in thousands of displaced persons, loss of
food,  resources and still  countless losses.  Mozambique and Portugal
are brother nations, with multiple business partnerships and extensive
institutional cooperation, in which many Portuguese have roots, so an
event of these dimensions cannot leave us indifferent. Due to the long
and  strong  historical  link  between Portugal  and  Mozambique,  three
Portuguese  entities  -  Caixa  Geral  de  Depósitos,  Fidelidade  and
Millennium bcp - joined the Portuguese Red Cross and UNICEF Portugal
in supporting Mozambican citizens.

With the purpose of supporting the affected population by cyclone Idai,
there are two accounts, one in Caixa Geral de Depósitos and another in
Millennium bcp, to which any citizen can make his donation, either by
bank transfer (ATM or by homebanking) or via MB Way, Millennium bcp,
CaixaDirecta or EasyBox Apps. Theese accounts are respectively from
the  Portuguese  Red  Cross  (Caixa  Geral  de  Depósitos  account)  and
UNICEF Portugal (Millennium bcp account), organizations that have the
ability, swiftly and expeditiously, to provide the raised funds to provide
emergency support to the most afflicted Mozambicans.



Caixa  Geral  de  Depósitos,  Fidelidade  and  Millennium bcp  made  an
initial contribution of € 150,000, which will be equally divided by the
two beneficiary organizations, without prejudice to other support that
each  of  the  companies  is  developing  locally,  appealing  also  to  the
Portuguese to contribute to this fundraising to support the victims of
Cyclone  Idai.  Both  entities  promoting  this  initiative  and  the  Non-
Governmental  Organizations  appeal  the  Portuguese  to  support  this
fundraising and make a difference with their donation in a country that
is part of the Portuguese Language Countries Community, at a time
when the Mozambicans need.
In order to contribute, simply make a bank transfer or a deposit for the
Solidarity Accounts in Caixa Geral de Depósitos and Millennium bcp, in
the following ways:

Portuguese Red Cross Account UNICEF Portugal account
in Caixa Geral de Depósitos in Millennium bcp
IBAN PT50 0035 0027 0008 2402 2305 3 IBAN PT50 0033 0000
5013 1901 2290 5 

MB WAY: 919 919 939

For more information please visit the websites
of the Portuguese Red Cross, https://www.cruzvermelha.pt/
and  UNICEF  Portugal,  https://www.unicef.pt/emergencia-em-
mocambique-lp/.
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